SCHOOL'S OUT!

MAKE YOUR VOICE COUNT!

Discover what it means to be a citizen on Election Day!

Join us for interactive tours and hands-on activities that inspire a deeper understanding of citizenship.

* Meet Ida Rehr, a Ukrainian immigrant to Baltimore in the 20th century, through our Leo V. Berger Immigrant’s Trunk Living History Performance at 11 am

* Explore our newest exhibition The A-Mazing Mendes Cohen and discover the Cohen family’s public service contributions

* Make an American Flag and More!

November 4, 11 am – 2 pm
The Jewish Museum of Maryland
Admission: $5/family
RSVPs recommended, but not essential

For more information contact Trillion Attwood
(410) 732-6400 x215 / tattwood@jewishmuseummd.org or visit jewishmuseummd.org